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Abstract
Failure to sufficiently model financial variables and a possible time-varying relationship
between the financial and macroeconomic sectors have been identified as two major shortcomings of the most prominent macroeconomic models. To this end, I examine time-varying
linkages between the global financial and macroeconomic sectors. I examine the existence of
global financial cycles and study if the financial sector is an important source of shocks for
the global macroeconomic sector. I also study if there is time variation in the contribution of
the financial shocks. I find evidence of quantitatively meaningful global cycles in credit and
equity price. There is large degree of heterogeneity on the impact of the global factors across
countries. The cycles are stronger in the years leading up to and following the crisis, including the house-price cycle. However, I do not find evidence of quantitatively meaningful joint
global financial cycle encompassing all financial variables. Both global and country-specific
financial shocks contribute to the fluctuations in the global macroeconomic sector. I find evidence of time variation in the size and the transmission of the financial shocks, especially for
equity-price and house-price shocks. There is evidence of increase in the transmission of the
financial shocks as well as increase in the size of the shocks during financial crises, especially
during the recent financial crisis. The contribution of the global and the US equity-price and
house-price shocks increase significantly during the recent financial crisis.
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Introduction

The global financial crisis that preceded the Great Recession highlighted the linkage between the
financial and macroeconomic sectors within and across economies. The most prominent macroeconomic models failed to predict the intensity of the following recession as these models failed to
sufficiently establish a link between financial and macroeconomic sectors. Two major identified
shortcomings of the models are the failure to sufficiently model financial sector and a possible
time-varying relationship between the sectors.2 These limitations were brutally exposed by the
crisis, as the crisis that initiated in the United States was swiftly spread across global financial
markets, amplifying the global recession. Moreover, there was substantial heterogeneity across
economies in the effect of the crisis and the ensuing recession, as the level of contraction, timing
and duration varied across countries. These observations warrant an analysis to understand global
interaction between financial and macroeconomic sectors that account for possible time-varying
relationship, especially with rising trade and financial flow between countries.
In this paper, I provide empirical evidence on the time-varying linkage between macroeconomic and financial sectors at a global scale.3 Using a setting that addresses time variation and
heterogeneity, I ask the following questions. Are there global cycles in financial variables similar
to the ones that have been documented for macroeconomic aggregates?4 Is the financial sector,
both global and country-specific, an important source of shocks for the global macroeconomic
sector? If so, is the transmission of the financial shocks, or the size of the shocks, or both, varying
over time? Are the effect of the financial shocks different during financial crises, especially the
recent financial crisis, compared with during normal times? Can the heterogeneity in the effect of
2

The sentiment was expressed by the Vice Chairman of the Federal Reserve Donald Kohn at a Federal Reserve
conference in 2009 where he stated: “The various mechanisms that have tended to amplify asset price movements and
feedbacks among those movements, credit supply, and economic activity were not well captured by the models used
at most central banks.” He also identified the need for models to take nonlinearities and tail events into much better
account.
3
Global scale here refers to the sample of 17 developed countries.
4
A global cycle is characterized by the degree of comovement between underlying variables across countries.
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the financial shocks across countries be explained?
In order to address the questions, I begin by examining the existence of global financial cycles
and provide empirical characterization of the cycles using a time-varying parameter dynamic factor
model (TVP-DFM). I study cycles of credit growth, equity-price growth and house-price growth,
as well as a joint financial cycle that encompasses all three financial variables. Use of DFM to
characterize financial and macroeconomic cycles is present in the literature.5 In order to capture
and study changes in comovements in underlying variables across countries, I allow both factors
and factor loadings to change over time. I also allow shock volatilities to change over time to
capture and study changes in common components’ (global factors’) volatility over time.6
Next, I study whether the financial sector is an important source of shocks for the global
macroeconomic sector. More specifically, I analyze whether shocks in the global, and countryspecific, financial sector contribute to the fluctuations in the global macroeconomic sector.7 Then,
I examine if there is time variation in the contribution of the financial shocks, especially during
financial crises. There are various reasons to suspect the response of macroeconomic variables to
changes in financial sectors are changing over time. Financial innovations, globalization, financial
regulation, monetary policy changes and major political events such as formation of the European
Union likely alter the response of macroeconomic sector to financial shocks. For instance, the role
of the market for sub-prime mortgages in the Great Recession provides reason to believe that there
is an increased importance of financial sector in explaining macroeconomic fluctuations.8 Despite
such concerns, only a few papers employ time-varying parameter models.9
5
For financial cycles, see Stock and Watson (2011, 2016, 2005); Breitung and Eickmeier (2016); Hirata et al.
(2012); Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2015). For macroeconomic cycles, see Kose et al. (2003, 2008); Crucini et al.
(2011). However, the use time-varying parameters and shock volatilities to study global cycles in financial variables
is missing in the literature.
6
The common component, or global factor, refers to shared information in the underlying variable across countries.
7
Ha et al. (2017) find no evidence of spillover from macroeconomic sector to the financial sector.
8
Hatzius et al. (2010) and Prieto et al. (2016) discuss reasons for potential time variation in linkage between
financial and macroeconomic variables.
9
Abbate et al. (2016); Prieto et al. (2016); Kaufmann and Valderrama (2010); Davig et al. (2010); Guerrieri and
Iacoviello (2017); Ciccarelli et al. (2012); Hubrich and Tetlow (2015); Nason and Tallman (2015); Gambetti and Musso
(2017). See Prieto et al. (2016) for a detailed list of papers that employ time-varying parameters, methods employed,
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In order to identify underlying sources of time variation, I study time variation in both the transmission of the shocks to the global macroeconomic sector and the size of the shocks. I use timevarying parameter factor-augmented vector autoregression (TVP-FAVAR) model with stochastic
volatility to study the effect of the financial shocks. I allow continuous changes in autoregressive
coefficients to capture both gradual and long-lasting changes in macro-financial linkages, which
arises due to deep structural changes, as well as asymmetries over the business or the financial
cycle related to financial frictions. I also allow changes in shock volatilities to capture and study
changes in the shock sizes and simultaneous relations among the variables. I analyze impulse responses to the shocks of the same size to isolate changes in the transmission of the shocks from
changes in the size of the shocks.
My main findings are as follows. First, I find evidence of quantitatively meaningful global
cycles in credit and equity price. The global factor of the credit cycle explains roughly one-third of
the variation in credit growth, and the global factor of the equity-price cycle explains roughly onehalf of the variation in equity-price growth on average. The house-price growths are mostly driven
by idiosyncratic components over the sample period of 1970 to 2013.10 There is large degree of
heterogeneity on the impact of the global factors across countries, so a shock to a global factor (a
global shock) would affect different countries differently. This is consistent with the experience of
the Great Recession. The effect of the crisis showed substantial heterogeneity across countries, as
the level of contraction, timing and duration varied across countries. I do not find evidence of a
quantitatively meaningful joint global financial cycle that explains fluctuations in all three financial
variables over the sample period.
Second, the cycles are stronger in the years leading up to and following the recent financial
crisis, meaning that the comovements between financial sectors across countries are larger in those
years compared to the historical comovements. The credit and house-price cycles explain almost
and the findings of the papers. Of these studies, onlyCiccarelli et al. (2012); Eickmeier et al. (2011); Gambetti and
Musso (2017); Prieto et al. (2016) allow parameters to evolve smoothly over time.
10
The idiosyncratic components could be country specific, region specific or variable specific.
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one-half of the variation in the credit and house-price growth respectively. The equity-price cycle explains almost two-thirds of the variation in the equity-price growth on average. The finding
implies a growing inter-relationship between the financial sector in the sample of developed countries.
Third, both global shocks and shocks originating in a major country contribute to the fluctuations in the global cycles of macroeconomic variables. The equity-price shocks generate quantitatively larger responses than the credit and house-price shocks, but are less persistent. The houseprice shocks show growing marginal effect after the turn of the century, which is accompanied by
the aforementioned increase in the size of the global house-price cycle.
Fourth, there is evidence of time variation in the size and transmission of the financial shocks,
especially the equity-price and house-price shocks. I find evidence of an increase in transmission of
the financial shocks as well as an increase in size of the shocks during the crisis periods, especially
during the recent financial crisis. During the recent financial crisis, the contribution of the global
and the US equity-price and house-price shocks increase significantly as both the transmission and
the size of the shocks increase.
There is a large body of literature that studies interactions between the macroeconomic and the
financial sector.11 Shocks originating in the financial sector can result in more pronounced movements in asset prices and macroeconomic fluctuations. This can lead to international spillovers
through cross-border linkages. Theoretical studies that model financial sector explicitly find a significant impact of changes in the financial sector on macroeconomic variables. 12 Empirical studies
in the literature often focus on transmission of local shocks internationally or in the context of a
country, ignoring potential effects across countries.13 Analysis on global macro-financial linkages
11

Claessens and Kose (2017) present survey of the literature.
See Bernanke et al. (1999); Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997); Kiyotaki and Moore (1997); Geanakoplos (2010); Adrian
et al. (2013). The models implement an amplification mechanism (or financial accelerator) that affects an entity’s
ability to access external financing. More specifically, changes in asset prices lead to changes in the entity’s net worth,
affecting their borrowing and investing ability. This phenomenon, in turn, can intensify asset price fluctuations, and
hence, macroeconomic fluctuations.
13
See Cesa-Bianchi (2013); Cesa-Bianchi et al. (2015); Ciccarelli et al. (2012); Gambetti and Musso (2017); Eick12
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is in its early stages.14 However, study of time-varying relationship between the global financial
and macroeconomic sector is missing in the literature.
This paper contributes to various strands of the literature. First, this paper contributes to the
literature of the financial cycle by providing a quantitative characterization of the cycles in different financial variables using a time-varying parameter model. To my knowledge, this is the first
paper that uses a time-varying parameter model to quantify global cycles in financial variables.
Second, this paper contributes to the nascent literature of global macro-financial linkages. To my
knowledge, this is the first paper to study time-varying global macro-financial linkages. The paper
studies whether global shocks in the financial sector contribute to the fluctuations in the global
macroeconomic cycles, and whether the sizes and the transmissions of the shocks are varying over
time. Third, it contributes to the literature of international transmission of the financial shocks
originating in a country. A common finding in the literature is that the time-variation in the contribution of the financial shocks on the GDP growth can mostly be attributed to change in the size of
the shocks. Results on whether the transmission of the financial shocks varies over time are mixed.
I study global transmission of the financial shocks originating in the US, the UK and Germany to
identify the source of time-variation in the contribution of the shocks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the dataset used in the analysis
and their sources. Section 3 presents the empirical methodology employed. Section 4 presents the
main findings of the paper. First, I present the findings on the existence and the significance of
global cycles of financial variables. Second, I present findings on the time-varying global macrofinancial linkages. Section 5 tests the robustness of the results in section 4. Section 6 concludes
the paper with a summary of the main findings.
meier and Ng (2011) for international transmission of the financial shocks and Hubrich and Tetlow (2015); Nason
and Tallman (2015); Prieto et al. (2016); Claessens et al. (2009, 2010, 2012); Borio (2014); Jordà et al. (2017) for
country-specific analysis.
14
For empirical research on macro-financial spillovers, see Helbling et al. (2011); Eickmeier and Ng (2011); Ha
et al. (2017) They document that global shocks in financial variables are influential in driving macroeconomic fluctuations. Ciccarelli et al. (2012) find that the common components of both financial and macroeconomic variables play
important role in explaining cross-border spillovers.
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2

Data

I use the sample period of 1970 to 2013 (1960-1969 is used as training sample) to estimate the
model. The sample period covers several financial crises, ’Bank Capital Squeeze’ (1973-75),
’Least Developed Countries Debt Crisis’ (1982-84), ’Savings and Loan Crisis’ (1988-91), as defined in Lopez-Salido and Nelson (2010), and the global financial crisis (2008-09).
I use a model that combines financial variables with macroeconomic variables. All time series are obtained from Schularick-Taylor’s macrohistory database (Jordà et al. (2017))15 . I use
annual data for 17 countries. The choice of frequency and number of countries are driven by
data availability. Financial variables comprises log differenced real credit, real equity prices and
real housing prices. Credit is defined as total loans to non-financial private sector. The financial
variables used cover the most relevant features of the financial sector. These variables feature
prominently in DSGE models that include financial frictions. House and asset prices capture the
financial wealth whose movement can affect fluctuations in macroeconomic sector through wealth
effects. Inclusion of credit stems from the fact that it indicates external financing for the private
sector. Shrinkage in credit is usually associated with financial stress in the DSGE models. Macroeconomic variables comprises log differenced real GDP per capita, real investment per capita, and
inflation rate. Real variables are constructed from nominal variables using local price indexes.

3

Empirical Methodology

3.1

Time-varying Parameter Dynamic Factor Model and Factor-Augmented
VAR

First, I use a time-varying parameter dynamic factor model (TVP-DFM) with stochastic volatility
to estimate the global factor of each financial and macroeconomic variables. I also estimate the
15

dataset is found in http://www.macrohistory.net/data/
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global factor using all three financial variables to study if there exists a joint global financial cycle
that encompasses all financial variables. This class of model is useful in identifying a few factors
that explain fluctuations in large multi-dimensional data. I employ one factor model, so regional
or country factors are not estimated. The estimated factors are interpreted as the global factors
that help quantify the global cycle of the underlying variables. I use the variance decomposition
method to quantify the contribution of the estimated global factors to the variance of the underlying
variables for each countries. let Xt be nx1 vector whose global factor we are interested in, then
the TVP-DFM is of the form,
xt = λt Ft + ut

(1)

where xt is the growth rate of variable X, λt is the factor loading, Ft is the latent factor. ut is
gaussian disturbance with mean zero and time-varying heteroskedastic covariance Vt . Adopting
common identification assumption in the DFM literature, I assume that the first element of λt is 1
and Vt is diagonal, so ut are idiosyncratic shocks and Ft contains information that are common to
all time series in X. I use one variable at a time to estimate the global factors of the underlying
variables.16 Once the global factors of macroeconomic and financial variables are estimated, I use
them as proxy for global macroeconomic and financial variables to study the linkage between them
using time-varying parameter factor augmented VAR (TVP-FAVAR). I use one financial variable
at a time to study the effect of a shock to the global factor of the financial variable on the global
macroeconomic factors. Let yt be the macroeconomic factors and ft be the factor of the financial
variable of interest. TVP-FAVAR is then given by,
 




yt 
yt−1 
yt−p 
  = ct + Bt,1 
 + ... + Bt,p 
 + et
ft
ft−1
ft−p
16

Except when estimating the global factor of all financial variables.
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(2)

where ct is the intercept and (Bt,1 , ..., Bt,p ) are the VAR coefficients. et is gaussian disturbance with
mean zero and time-varying heteroskedastic covariance Qt . I allow both factor loadings and VAR
0
0
)),
, ..., vec(Bt,p
coefficients to vary every period, hence the model is quite flexible. Let βt = c0t , vec(Bt,1

then the time-varying parameters evolve as multivariate random walks of the form,
λt = λt−1 + νt
(3)
βt = βt−1 + ηt
where νt and ηt are gaussian disturbances with mean zero and covariances Wt and Rt respectively.
All error terms are uncorrelated over time and with each other, hence have the following structure.
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0 0 0 Rt
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(4)

This model allows me to study dynamic interaction between the global financial and macroeconomic factors. I replace the global financial factors with financial variables of a country to study
the effect of shocks to the country’s financial variables on the global macroeconomic factors.

3.2

Estimation

I Estimate the model described by equations 1, 2 and 3 following the procedure used by Koop
and Korobilis (2014) which uses two-step algorithm that greatly reduces computational time compared to typical estimation method used in the literature that uses the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach17 . The method I use combines variance discounting approach with the kalman
filter recursion to estimate the posterior of the factors ft and time varying parameters θt = (λt , βt ).
17

The MCMC method samples from nonlinear and multivariate joint posterior density that are computationally
expensive. See Primiceri (2005); Del Negro and Otrok (2008) for example.
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Use of typical kalman filter is not feasible in this setup as long as both ft and λt are unobserved in
the measurement equation. The approach uses a dual, conditionally linear filtering/smoothing algorithm to estimate the unobserved state ft and the parameters θt . The dual approach first updates
the parameters θt given the estimate of ft , and subsequently updates the factor ft given θt . Such an
approach allows the use of two different linear kalman filters (or smoothers). Thus, this approach
greatly reduces computational burden.
To estimate stochastic volatilities (Vt , Qt , Wt , Rt ), the approach uses simulation free matrix
discounting method as in Quintana and West (1988)18 . For Vt and Qt , exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) with decay factor κ1 and κ2 is used19 . For Wt and Rt , forgetting factor
methods described in Koop and Korobilis (2014) is used, which depend on forgetting factors κ3 and
κ4 , respectively. Decay factor approach implies that an effective window of

κ1
2

− 1 observations is

used to estimate Vt and an effective window of κ22 −1 observations is used to estimate Qt . Forgetting


1
1
observations is used to estimate
factor approach implies that an effective window of 1−κ
1−κ4
3
Wt (Rt ). Lower values of decay or forgetting factors means that more recent observation, and its
squared residual, are given higher weights in estimation of Vt and Qt . Forgetting and decay factors
can be chosen based on expected time variation in the parameters, hence similar to choosing a
prior in spirit. κ1 = κ2 = 1 implies that Vt and Qt are constant.κ3 = κ4 = 1 implies that Wt and
Rt are zero, which implies λt and βt are constant. The following steps summarizes the estimation
method.
• initialize parameters λ0 , β0 , f0 , V0 , Q0
• obtain principle components estimate of factors (f˜t )
• estimate parameters θt given f˜t
• estimate Vt , Qt , Wt , Rt using variance discounting approach
18

see Quintana and West (1988) or Koop and Korobilis (2014) for technical details.
Such recursive estimators are computationally trivial. Moreover, it is an accurate approximation to an integrated
GARCH model which is in line with Primiceri (2005); Cogley and Sargent (2005).
19
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• estimate θt using Kalman filter smoother (KFS) given (Vt , Qt , Wt , Rt )
• estimate the factors ft given θt using KFS

3.3

Shock Identification

In order to identify the financial shocks, I conduct a cholesky decomposition of covariance matrix
of reduced form VAR residuals. I specify the following ordering: GDP growth, Investment growth
and Inflation, followed by financial variables. I use one financial variable at a time to study the
effect of the financial shock on the macroeconomic variables.20 The underlying assumption in such
ordering is that the macroeconomic variables react to financial shocks with a delay, as wealth effects and effects involving financial intermediation may take time to materialize, whereas financial
variables react instantaneously to macroeconomic shocks. This is a standard practice in macroeconomics as macroeconomic variables are slow moving compared to financial variables, which are
sensitive to macroeconomic shocks.

4

Findings

4.1

Time-varying Factors and Volatilities

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the estimated global factors and their volatilities for GDP, credit,
equity prices and housing prices respectively from 1970 to 2013. The blue curve is the estimated
factor using TVP-DFM and the green curve is the estimated factor using the standard constantparameter dynamic factor model.21 For the GDP and the equity-price factors, the estimates using
two methods are almost identical. For the credit and the house prices, the factors are similar on
the middle of a cycle, but are quite different near the peak and the trough. This implies that the
20
21

Including multiple financial variables can be an issue there’s no obvious way to properly order them.
For constant-parameter model, set paramters in θ constant.
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time-varying parameter model could show different effects of the shocks in the variables during
the peak (crisis) than using a constant-parameter model.
The estimated factors do a decent job of capturing the major economic events in the past few
decades. In figure 1, the global GDP factor captures the downturn in the economy in the mid
1970s, early 1980s, late 1980s-early 1990s and early 2000s. Early 2000s recession is followed by
boom phase until big crash during the Great Recession. The boom phases are associated with a
rise in the estimated factor and the bust phases are associated with a decline.
The financial factors likewise capture the historical financial events well based on the figures 2,
3 and 4. All three financial factors decline during the bank capital squeeze of 1973-75. Similarly,
the factors predict the financial crises of early 1980s and late 1980s-early 1990s. There is a boom
in the financial factors from early 1980s until late 1980s. This boom is followed by the crash in
early 1990s, where all three financial factors and the GDP factor decline. The observations roughly
coincide with the 1990 oil price shock, the end of the cold war and the savings and loan crisis.
Based on figures 2 and 4, the housing and credit factors can account for the huge surge in
the house-price growth and the credit growth in the 1980s. Various tax cuts allowed generous
depreciation of housing assets and deregulation of savings and loan industry allowed expanded
investment in mortgages during the time. Combined with the economic recovery and increased
appetite for real estate, the housing and the credit bubbles were observed. Later, both house prices
and credit declined during the early 1990s crisis. The findings are consistent with the observations.
Based on figure 2, the magnitude of the decline in the credit factor was the largest during the
crisis, which is consistent with the actual credit shrinkage that occurred during the crisis. Thanks
to increased financial innovations and deregulation of the financial sector, the global economy
experienced another boom period in the 1990s.
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show that all the factors declined during the recession in early 2000s,
although the decline in the equity-price factor is comparatively larger and the decline in the houseprice factor is comparatively smaller. This is consistent with the actual experience of the crisis
12

that saw huge crash in the stock market. This decline is followed by a recovery and boom period
before declining sharply during the Great Recession. With continued innovation and deregulation
of financial sector after the early 2000s recession, along with central banks keeping interest rates
low, the financial sector, especially the housing and the credit, experienced another huge expansion.
The factors declined sharply during the Great Recession with a comparatively larger decline in the
equity-price and the house-price factors.
Volatilities of the factors behave mostly as expected. Figure 1 shows that the volatility of the
GDP factor increased sharply in the early to mid 1970s and then followed by steady decline until
the Great Recession. This period is famously known as the Great Moderation. The volatility
increases sharply during the Great Recession. Hence, the volatility of the GDP factor captures
the historical volatility well. Based on the findings, the beginning of the Great Recession (2007)
marked the end of the Great Moderation.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show that the volatility of the financial factors increase during financial
crises.22 Figure 4 shows that the two biggest increases in the house-price volatility are during the
1990s crisis and the recent crisis, coinciding with the two biggest housing busts since the 1970s.
These findings imply that the size of the shocks in global factors (global shocks) are changing over
time, with bigger shocks during the crisis periods.23
The findings show that the estimated factors predict the historical events well, and hence, serve
as a validation of the model. Moreover, they show that allowing time variation in parameters and
volatility could potentially provide different answers than constant-parameter model during the
crisis periods. Hence, I use the model to analyze the main queries of the paper.
22

Note that these are yearly observations, so the volatility at a high frequency is not captured.
Note that the system does not include the macroeconomic variables or factors. I study time-varying shock volatilities in model with macroeoconomic factors later in the paper.
23
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Figure 1: Global GDP Factor and its Volatility
Figure on the left panel illustrates the estimated global GDP factor and the figure on the right panel illustrates the volatility of the factor. The
variable on the vertical axis is the estimated factor for figure on the left panel and the factor volatility for the figure on the right panel. The variable
on the horizontal axis is year. The blue curve is the estimated factor using TVP-DFM and the green curve is the estimated factor using standard
constant parameters dynamic factor model.

Figure 2: Global Credit Factor and its Volatility
Figure on the left panel illustrates the estimated global credit factor and the figure on the right panel illustrates the volatility of the factor. The
variable on the vertical axis is the estimated factor for figure on the left panel and the factor volatility for the figure on the right panel. The variable
on the horizontal axis is year. The blue curve is the estimated factor using TVP-DFM and the green curve is the estimated factor using standard
constant parameters dynamic factor model.
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Figure 3: Global Equity-Price Factor and its Volatility
Figure on the left panel illustrates the estimated global equity-price factor and the figure on the right panel illustrates the volatility of the factor.
The variable on the vertical axis is the estimated factor for figure on the left panel and the factor volatility for the figure on the right panel. The
variable on the horizontal axis is year. The blue curve is the estimated factor using TVP-DFM and the green curve is the estimated factor using
standard constant parameters dynamic factor model.

Figure 4: Global House-Price Factor and its Volatility
Figure on the left panel illustrates the estimated global house-price factor and the figure on the right panel illustrates the volatility of the factor. The
variable on the vertical axis is the estimated factor for figure on the left panel and the factor volatility for the figure on the right panel. The variable
on the horizontal axis is year. The blue curve is the estimated factor using TVP-DFM and the green curve is the estimated factor using standard
constant parameters dynamic factor model.
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4.2

Variance Decomposition

Understanding the importance of the global factors in the evolution of the underlying variables
is crucial from a policy perspective. If they are not quantitatively important, then we should not
be too concerned about the global cycles. In order to study quantitative importance of the global
factors, I compute the variance decomposition to quantify the fraction of variance of each financial
variables that can be attributed to the global factor for each countries.
Table 1 shows the variance decompositions of financial variables attributable to the global
factors. Columns 1-3 report results from analysis using the model with time-varying parameters
and columns 4-6 are from the analysis using the model with constant parameters. The first and
fourth columns report the variance decomposition of the credit growth for individual countries
due to the global credit factors. Likewise, second, third, fifth and sixth columns report variance
decomposition of the equity-price and the house-price growth for each countries attributable to the
common factors of the equity price and the house price respectively. All entries are in percentages.
In the analysis using the time-varying parameter model, the global credit factor explains about onethird of the variation in credit growth on average. This implies that there exist a global cycle in
credit that accounts for about one-third of variation in the credit growth on average for the sample of
17 countries. This is comparable to the results found by Hirata et al. (2012); Kose et al. (2012) but
significantly larger than that found by Ha et al. (2017) who only find 2 to 4 percent contribution of
the global factor. The remaining variance is attributable to idiosyncratic components, which could
include regional, country-specific or variable-specific components.
There is significant heterogeneity in the contribution of the global factors. The global factor
dominates the credit growth in Canada, Belgium, Germany and Italy, accounting for more than
50 percent of the variation in credit growth. The global factor is less important for Australia,
UK, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Portugal, accounting for less than 20 percent of the variation.
Hence, a global credit shock, represented by a shock in the global credit factor, has different effects
in the credit growth of different countries.
16

Equity-price growth has a more pronounced global component than the credit or the house
prices. The global equity-price factor explains almost one-half of the variation in equity-price
growth on average, as indicated by column 2. It dominates the equity-price growth of 7 countries.
Only Portugal has less than 20 percent variation in equity-price growth attributable to the global
factor. The average contribution of the global equity-price factor that I find is smaller than the
studies that use constant parameter models (Ha et al. (2017); Hirata et al. (2012); Kose et al.
(2012)) who account for about 60 percent variation due to the global factor. Miranda-Agrippino
and Rey (2015) find that 66 percent of the variation in returns of risky assets is attributable to the
global factor.
Movements in house prices appear to be mostly driven by idiosyncratic components as the
global house-price factor explains only 20 percent of the variation in the house-price growth on
average. The global house-price factor is meaningful only for a few countries which includes the
UK, Belgium, Denmark, France, Sweden and Spain. The result is comparable to the studies that
use constant-parameter models (Ha et al. (2017); Hirata et al. (2012)).
Variance decomposition analysis using the constant-parameter model (columns 3-6) yields similar results. There are few discrepancies for some countries in the analysis, such as contribution of
the global house-price factor on the US house-price growth for instance, but overall, the constantparameter analysis is consistent with the findings from the time-varying parameter analysis. In a
sense, the constant-parameter analysis serves as a robustness test for the time-varying parameter
analysis.
In summary, there are quantitatively significant global cycles in equity price and credit in the
sample of 17 countries.24 The global equity-price cycle is quantitatively larger than the cycles of
other two financial variables. Historically, the movements in house prices appear to be predominantly determined by regional or country specific components.25
24

Recent studies document significant cross-country comovements in individual financial variables. See Claessens
et al. (2012); Hirata et al. (2012). Results from this paper are in line with their findings.
25
There could be more cross-country comovements of the financial variables at the higher frequency, especially in
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Table 2 shows the variance decompositions of financial variables due to the joint global financial factor. This factor is determined by including all financial variables in the TVP-DFM to
estimate a factor. On average, the joint global financial factor explains only about 28 percent of the
variation in credit growth, 26 percent of the variation in equity-price growth and about 16 percent
of the variation in house-price growth. Hence, it does not appear that there is a financial cycle
that explains fluctuations in all three financial variables jointly. The constant-parameter analysis
supports the conclusion. Ha et al. (2017) finds similar non-existence of a single financial cycle that
encompasses all financial variables.
Table 3 reproduces the variance decompositions of the financial variables due to their global
factors for the sample period starting at 2000. The exercise helps us understand whether the effect of the global factors has increased or decreased during the recent periods. With the recent
financial crisis being a major event in the global economy, it is useful to understand whether the
global financial cycles preceding the crisis have become larger or smaller. The table shows that
the global factors of all three financial variables explain a much larger share of the variation in
growth of the underlying variables on average. The global credit and house-price factors explain
almost one-half of the variation in the underlying variables on average, and the global equity-price
factor explains almost two-thirds of the variation on average in equity-price growth. The constantparameter model yields an even larger contribution of the equity-price factor. The numbers are
comparable to that of the existing literature. These findings indicate a significant increase in the
size of the global cycles of the variables after 2000, including the house-price cycle which now
becomes quantitatively meaningful. Hirata et al. (2012) also finds significant increase in the size
of the global cycles in house prices and equity prices post globalization26 . The findings support the
perceived increase in the prominence of financial sector around the world, especially the housing
sector.
response to unanticipated policy shocks, news shocks and disruptions in financial market.
26
Claessens and Kose (2017) similarly find increased comovement of financial variables over time.
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Table 1: Variance Decomposition of the Financial Variables due to Their Global Factors
Time-Varying Parameters
Countries
USA

Credit Equity Prices
33
54

Constant Parameters

House Prices
12

Credit
35

Equity Prices
42

House Prices
39

Canada

58

50

1

28

49

1

Japan

44

41

6

27

38

0

Australia

0

37

17

14

38

19

UK

5

26

43

32

28

45

Belgium

56

61

37

38

61

26

Denmark

38

32

37

49

35

21

France

41

59

50

42

63

35

Germany

53

38

1

29

38

2

Italy

58

47

1

45

50

5

Netherlands

33

69

15

33

70

16

Norway

1

32

1

7

36

4

Sweden

17

50

40

40

56

48

Switzerland

33

69

16

14

51

9

Finland

18

29

24

33

40

24

Spain

40

25

40

51

38

48

Portugal

10

6

1

14

21

12

Average

32

43

20

31

44

21

Notes: The entries are the percentage of the variation attributable to the global factor. Columns 1-3 report results from
analysis using the model with time-varying parameters and columns 4-6 report results from analysis using the model
with constant parameters. Columns 1 and 4 report the variation in credit growth for individual countries attributable to
the global credit factor, columns 2 and 5 report the variation in equity-price growth for individual countries attributable
to the global equity-price factor and column 3 and 6 report the variation in house-price growth for individual countries
attributable to the global house-price factor.
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Table 2: Variance Decomposition of the Financial Variables due to Joint Global Financial Factor
Time-Varying Parameters
Countries
USA

Credit Equity Prices
41
22

Constant Parameters

House Prices
6

Credit
32

Equity Prices
18

House Prices
24

Canada

79

47

0

3

41

0

Japan

22

34

75

10

40

3

Australia

3

20

2

14

21

5

UK

14

5

33

23

10

39

Belgium

48

40

4

9

46

4

Denmark

45

16

43

39

23

34

France

18

42

22

8

50

12

Germany

34

8

1

5

15

1

Italy

29

26

26

13

34

34

Netherlands

23

35

10

11

42

6

Norway

3

19

3

16

28

9

Sweden

9

22

11

11

35

21

Switzerland

46

31

15

5

25

1

Finland

14

26

10

13

37

23

Spain

31

38

4

24

47

17

Portugal

13

13

0

12

23

13

Average

28

26

16

15

31

14

Notes: The entries are the percentage of the variation attributable to the joint global financial factor. Columns 1, 2 and
3 report the variation in credit growth, equity-price growth and house-price growth for individual countries attributable
to the global financial factor obtained from the model with time-varying parameters, and columns 4, 5 and 6 report
the variation in credit growth, equity-price growth and house-price growth for individual countries attributable to the
global financial factor obtained from the model with constant parameters.
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Table 3: Variance Decomposition of the Financial Variables due to Their Global Factors: 20002013
Time-Varying Parameters
Countries
USA

Credit Equity Prices
49
19

Constant Parameters

House Prices
63

Credit
47

Equity Prices
48

House Prices
52

Canada

17

79

0

4

75

47

Japan

26

76

33

5

0.84

41

Australia

25

25

24

63

42

22

UK

68

44

72

69

55

56

Belgium

10

56

45

32

81

76

Denmark

92

79

55

93

85

71

France

55

85

82

58

92

81

Germany

43

37

41

4

54

50

Italy

67

52

19

68

55

11

Netherlands

64

71

67

41

76

53

Norway

50

76

39

66

82

35

Sweden

29

87

82

57

93

81

Switzerland

6

84

40

1

90

25

Finland

53

95

51

82

77

56

Spain

89

76

70

87

81

77

Portugal

80

81

34

64

85

21

Average

48

66

48

49

74

50

Notes: Notes: The entries are the percentage of the variation attributable to the global factor. Columns 1-3 report
results from analysis using the model with time-varying parameters and columns 4-6 report results from analysis using
the model with constant parameters. Columns 1 and 4 report the variation in credit growth for individual countries
attributable to the global credit factor, columns 2 and 5 report the variation in equity-price growth for individual
countries attributable to the global equity-price factor and column 3 and 6 report the variation in house-price growth
for individual countries attributable to the global house-price factor.
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Since I aim to understand the impact of financial shocks on the global macroeconomic sector, it
is useful to illustrate similar variance decomposition analysis for macroeconomic variables. Variance decompositions of the GDP, investment and inflation attributable to the global factors in the
underlying variables are reported in Table 4. The table shows that there is significant comovements
in the macroeconomic variables among the 17 countries. The global GDP factor explains more than
one-half of the variation in the GDP growth, whereas the global investment factor explains more
that one-third of the variation in investment growth on average. Variance decomposition of inflation shows that fluctuation in prices are highly synchronized in the sample of 17 countries. The
findings are similar to those of the papers using constant-parameter models.27
Similar to that of the financial variables, there is significant heterogeneity in the contribution
of the global macroeconomic factors. The heterogeneity tells us how a change in a global factor
affects an individual country’s underlying macroeconomic variable. The findings on the heterogeneous contribution of the global factors is useful to explain the observed heterogeneity during the
recent financial crisis. For instance, a change in the global GDP factor affects the UK much more
than the US and hence, any shocks that affect the global GDP factor impact the UK more that they
impact the US.

4.3

Time-varying Effects of the Financial Shocks

In this section, I study the time-varying effects of the financial shocks on the global macroeconomic
sector. I analyze the impulse responses of the global macroeconomic factors to the financial shocks
in order to study time variation in transmission of the shocks. Moreover, I analyze the shock
volatilities to study the time variation in size of the shocks.
27

Crucini et al. (2011) find similar results for GDP and investment. The magnitudes are slightly higher in this paper
than in Crucini et al. (2011).
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Table 4: Variance Decomposition of the Macroeconomic Variables due to Their Global Factors
Time-Varying Parameters
Countries
USA

GDP Investment
20
4

Constant Parameters

Inflation
77

GDP
43

Investment
16

Inflation
72

Canada

36

2

83

53

19

84

Japan

76

55

38

53

44

60

Australia

11

3

77

18

7

74

UK

75

50

92

46

54

84

Belgium

64

40

82

75

54

84

Denmark

81

74

86

55

30

82

France

55

85

82

79

74

90

Germany

52

27

69

58

26

63

Italy

72

49

85

69

55

87

Netherlands

47

29

61

64

37

59

Norway

28

1

73

28

3

73

Sweden

54

37

72

56

51

79

Switzerland

51

40

60

52

36

51

Finland

42

12

84

56

22

85

Spain

85

57

74

59

57

81

Portugal

45

47

71

50

31

68

Average

51

34

74

54

36

75

Notes: The entries are the percentage of the variation attributable to the global factor. Columns
1-3 report results from analysis using the model with time-varying parameters and columns 46 report results from analysis using the model with constant parameters. Columns 1 and 4
report the variation in per-capita GDP growth for individual countries attributable to the global
GDP factor, columns 2 and 5 report the variation in per-capita investment growth for individual
countries attributable to the global investment factor and column 3 and 6 report the variation
in inflation for individual countries attributable to the global inflation factor.
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4.3.1

Responses to the Global Financial Shocks

First, I study the effects of shocks in the global factors of the financial variables (global shocks)
on the global macroeconomic factors. The impulse responses are constructed such that the initial
shocks are of the same size, one standard deviation. This helps isolate changes in transmission
of the shocks from changes in their size. Figures 5, 6 and 7 plot the impulse responses of the
global factor of GDP, investment and inflation to the negative global financial shocks respectively.
The first column plots the median impulse responses to the shocks estimated for each time periods
over the horizon of 18 years. Second, third and fourth column plot responses to the shocks at
various representative years (1985, 2005 and 2008 respectively). This helps identify possible time
variation in the transmission over the years and also possible variation during the crises compared
to normal times.
The global macroeconomic factors decline in response to all three shocks. Equity-price shocks
generate the largest responses from the macroeconomic factors compared to the shocks in other
two financial factors. Despite having the largest impact, the effects of the shocks in equity-price
factor are more short-lived compared to the credit and house-price shocks. Case et al. (2005, 2011)
find that the wealth effect due to non-financial wealth (wealth in real estate) is quantitatively larger
than the effect due to financial wealth (wealth in stocks). The findings here are consistent with
their findings.
For the GDP and investment factors, the responses to the global credit shocks are decreasing
while they are increasing due to the global equity-price and house-price shocks. However, the
changes are small. Moreover, there are visible increase in responses to all three shocks during the
1990’s savings and loan crisis, and further increase in responses to the equity-price and house-price
shocks during the recent financial crisis. Responses to the equity-price shocks also increase during
the stock market crash of 2000.
The global macroeconomic factors show relatively larger responses to the global house-price
shock after 2000. The responses of the global GDP and investment factors to the global house24

price shock show further increase around the recent financial crisis. Also, as documented in Table
3, the global house-price cycle has become quantitatively significant in recent years. The results
are consistent with the notion that the global house-price shocks have a bigger impact on the
macroeconomic sector around the world after the turn of the century.
As documented in the previous section, the effect of global shocks are heterogeneous across
countries. For the macroeconomic series of an individual country, the responses depend on how
much of the variation in the series is attributable to the global factors of the underlying variables.
For instance, the negative equity-price shock causes the global GDP factor to decline by about 0.25
standard deviation. Since the variation of GDP attributable to the global GDP factor is different
for different countries, the effect of the global equity-price shock is different as well. For instance,
based on Table 4, a decline of 0.25 standard deviation in the global GDP factor causes the GDP of
the US to decline by about 0.05 standard deviation while the GDP of the UK to decline by about
0.19 standard deviation.
In summary, the findings suggest that the global financial shocks transmit to the global macroeconomic sector. The findings are consistent with the existing studies on the effects of global
shocks or cross-border spillovers (Cesa-Bianchi (2013); Cesa-Bianchi et al. (2015); Ciccarelli
et al. (2012); Eickmeier and Ng (2011); Gambetti and Musso (2017)). The global equity-price
shock generates larger responses from the global macroeconomic sector compared to global credit
and house-price shocks, but the effects are relatively short-lived. There is evidence of time variation in transmission of the financial shocks, especially the equity-price and house-price shocks.
The increase in transmission of equity-price and house-price shocks are larger during crisis periods, especially during the recent financial crisis, compared to normal times. The findings in this
sub-section are novel.
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Figure 5: Impulse Response of Global GDP factor to Shock in Global Factors of Credit, Equity
Prices and Housing Prices, respectively
(a) Credit

(b) Equity Prices

(c) House Prices

Figures plot the impulse responses of the global GDP factor to one standard deviation negative shock to the global factors of the financial
variables. Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the shock to the global credit, equity-price and house-price factors respectively. First column
plots the median impulse responses to the shock estimated for each time periods over the horizon of 18 years. Second, third and fourth column plot
responses to the shocks in 1985, 2005 and 2008 respectively.
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Figure 6: Impulse Response of Global Investment factor to Shock in Global Factors of Credit,
Equity Prices and Housing Prices, respectively
(a) Credit

(b) Equity Prices

(c) House Prices

Figures plot the impulse responses of the global investment factor to one standard deviation negative shock to the global factors of the financial
variables. Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the shock to the global credit, equity-price and house-price factors respectively. First column
plots the median impulse responses to the shock estimated for each time periods over the horizon of 18 years. Second, third and fourth column plot
responses to the shocks in 1985, 2005 and 2008 respectively.
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Figure 7: Impulse Response of Global Inflation factor to Shock in Global Factors of Credit, Equity
Prices and Housing Prices, respectively
(a) Credit

(b) Equity Prices

(c) House Prices

Figures plot the impulse responses of the global inflation factor to one standard deviation negative shock to the global factors of the financial
variables. Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the shock to the global credit, equity-price and house-price factors respectively. First column
plots the median impulse responses to the shock estimated for each time periods over the horizon of 18 years. Second, third and fourth column plot
responses to the shocks in 1985, 2005 and 2008 respectively.
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4.3.2

Responses to the Country-specific Shocks

Next, I study the international transmission of the financial shocks in three select countries: the
United States, the United Kingdom and Germany. First, I study the effects of shocks to the financial
variables of the US. Figure 8 illustrates the responses of the global macroeconomic factors to
negative shocks in the US financial variables. To save space, I present responses estimated for
each time periods only, over the horizon of 18 years. Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the
US credit, equity-price and house-price shocks respectively. The first column plots the median
impulse responses of the global GDP factor, second column plots the median impulse responses
of the global investment factor and third column plots the median impulse responses of the global
inflation factor.
The responses of the global macroeconomic factors are mostly similar qualitatively to that of
the responses to the global financial shocks. There is significant time variation in the responses
to the US financial shocks. The effects of credit shock appear to be getting slightly smaller over
time, however, the effects of the equity-price shock and the house-price shock are growing in size
over time. The effects of the equity-price shock are larger during, and after, the 2000 crisis, and
there is further increase in responses during the recent financial crisis. For the GDP and investment
factors, the responses to the house-price shock are stable until the mid-2000s but increase sharply
around the financial crisis. The findings support the observation that the housing crisis in the US
contributed to the global recession.
Interestingly, while the effect of the house-price shock on the inflation factor is as expected,
the effects of the credit and equity price shock imply a price puzzle. This is most likely due to
aggregate supply effect dominating aggregate demand effect.28
Second, I study the effects of shocks in the financial variables of the UK on the global macroeconomic factors. Figure 9 illustrates the responses of the global factors of GDP, investment and
28
the effect could be negative or positive depending on whether demand channel (through negative wealth effect)
or supply channel (lower availability of funds and working capital) is bigger. Studying supply and demand shocks
separately can shed light into understanding the mechanisms at work.
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Figure 8: Impulse Response of the Global Macroeconomic Factors to the US Financial Shocks
GDP

Investment

Inflation

Credit

Equity Price

House Price
Figures plot the impulse responses of the global macroeconomic factors to one standard deviation negative shock to the US financial shocks. Rows
1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the US credit, equity-price and house-price shocks respectively. First column plots the median impulse responses
of the global GDP factor, second column plots the median impulse responses of the global investment factor and third column plots the median
impulse responses of the global inflation factor estimated for the full sample over the horizon of 18 years.
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inflation to negative shocks in the UK credit, equity price and house prices. The effects of the UK
credit shock is quantitatively very small. For the house-price shock, the responses of the macroeconomic factors are again quite small, except for the investment factor, and do not show significant
time variation. The responses of both GDP and investment factor to the equity-price shock are
decreasing over time but the trend does not change drastically during the financial crises.
Third, I study the effects of shocks in the financial variables of Germany on the global macroeconomic factors. Figure 10 illustrates the responses of the global factors of GDP, investment and
inflation to negative shocks in the credit, equity price and house price of Germany. The responses
of the global inflation factor are quantitatively very small. The effects of the German house-price
shocks are fairly small as well. Hence, I focus on the responses of the global GDP and investment
factors to the shocks in German credit and equity-price factors.
The German credit and equity-price shocks have qualitatively similar effects on the global GDP
and investment factors as observed for the US credit and equity-price shocks. It is easy to see that
there are drastic changes in responses around 1990s. The increase during the time is not unexpected
as two major political and economic event occurred around the time. First, in 1990, the famous
Berlin wall was torn down to form a unified Germany, which was followed by Germany joining
the Maastricht Treaty on the European Union. Moreover, there are drastic changes in responses
to the equity-price shock during the recent financial crisis. Hence similar to the effect of the US
equity-price shock, the impact of German equity-price shock has grown in prominence, especially
during the 1990s and the recent financial crisis.
In summary, I find that the country-specific financial shocks of the US, the UK and Germany
transmit to the global macroeconomic sector. I also find that there is significant time-variation
in the responses of global macroeconomic factors to the financial shocks. The credit and equityprice shocks of Germany show a significant increase in transmission during the 1990s crisis. The
US and German equity-price shocks show a significant increase in transmission during the 2000s
stock market crash. In the recent financial crisis, the US equity-price and house-price shocks
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Figure 9: Impulse Response of the Global Macroeconomic Factors to the UK Financial Shocks
GDP

Investment

Inflation

Credit

Equity Price

House Price
Figures plot the impulse responses of the global macroeconomic factors to one standard deviation negative shock to the UK financial shocks. Rows
1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the UK credit, equity-price and house-price shocks respectively. First column plots the median impulse responses
of the global GDP factor, second column plots the median impulse responses of the global investment factor and third column plots the median
impulse responses of the global inflation factor estimated for the full sample over the horizon of 18 years.
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Figure 10: Impulse Response of the Global Macroeconomic Factors to the German Financial
Shocks
GDP

Investment

Inflation

Credit

Equity Price

House Price
Figures plot the impulse responses of the global macroeconomic factors to one standard deviation negative shock to the German financial shocks.
Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the German credit, equity-price and house-price shocks respectively. First column plots the median impulse
responses of the global GDP factor, second column plots the median impulse responses of the global investment factor and third column plots the
median impulse responses of the global inflation factor estimated for the full sample over the horizon of 18 years.
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show a significant increase in transmission, suggesting a non-negligible role of the US equityprice and house-price shocks in the financial crisis. One reason for the increased effect of the
house-price shock in the second half of the 2000s could be that the extension of subprime mortgage
lending triggered the increase in house prices, which is picked up by the house-price shocks.29 This
allowed households to borrow at an easy term and intermediaries to increase lending as a result
of higher net worth. The decline in house prices since 2006 led to reversal of these developments
with negative effect on the macroeconomic sector. Hence, the house-price shocks have larger
effects on macroeconomic sector when collateral effects are taken into account. The amplification
mechanism is similar to those explained in the theoretical literature that implement an amplification
mechanism (or financial accelerator).30
The findings are consistent with the actual observations during the crises. The findings also
reinforce the studies that find similar time variation in the effects of the financial shocks (Abbate
et al. (2016); Prieto et al. (2016); Kaufmann and Valderrama (2010); Davig et al. (2010); Guerrieri
and Iacoviello (2017); Eickmeier and Ng (2011); Ciccarelli et al. (2012); Hubrich and Tetlow
(2015); Nason and Tallman (2015); Gambetti and Musso (2017)). Most of the studies find increase
in effect of the financial shocks during the crisis period compared to normal times. One thing
to note is that most of the papers attribute most of the time-varying contribution of the financial
shocks to the size of the shocks.
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The findings in this sub-section imply that the transmission

of the financial shocks are changing over time, especially during the crisis period. I study the
time variation in the size of the shocks by analyzing time-varying volatility of the shocks in next
sub-section.
29

Linking changes in parameters directly to variables capturing the events might shed light on the origin of the
crisis.
30
See Bernanke et al. (1999); Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997); Kiyotaki and Moore (1997); Geanakoplos (2010); Adrian
et al. (2013). Iacoviello and Neri (2010) show similar amplified effect in an estimated DSGE model.
31
Except for Kaufmann and Valderrama (2010); Hubrich and Tetlow (2015); Eickmeier and Ng (2011); Gambetti
and Musso (2017) and Prieto et al. (2016) who find change in transmission mechanism during crisis period as well as
shock sizes.
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4.3.3

Shocks Volatilities

The analysis thus far has shown non-negligible time variation in transmission of the financial
shocks to the global macroeconomic sectors. In this sub-section, I study if there is time variation in the size of the shocks as well. Figure 11 presents the variances of the orthogonalized
shocks. Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the variances of the Credit, equity-price and house-price shocks
respectively. The first column plots the variances of the global shocks. The second, third and fourth
columns plot the variances of shocks to the financial variables of the US, the UK and Germany respectively. In general, the presence of time variation in the shock sizes is evident. The volatilities
of the global shocks increase, suggesting an increase in shock sizes, during most of the crisis in
the sample period. The global shocks, the US equity-price and house-price shocks show a significant increase in size during the recent financial crisis. The size of the credit shock of Germany
increases significantly during the 1990s crisis. The findings are in line with most of the studies
discussed in the previous sub-section, and support the use of time-varying shock volatilities. The
findings in this section imply that the time variation in the effects of the financial shocks on the
global macroeconomic sector can be attributed to both change in the transmission mechanism and
the size of the shocks.
Increase in the transmission and the size of the house-price shocks (both global and the US)
might help explain the slow recovery following the Great Recession. First, the combination of
magnitude of increase in the transmission and the size of the shocks is unprecedented in the sample.
In that sense, the Great Recession was different from the previous recessions. Second, the volatility
of the house-price shocks have continued to increase after the crisis. Third, the persistence of the
shocks are relatively longer (3-6 years). These two findings together could imply longer impact
due to the house-price shocks and hence, slower recovery. Prieto et al. (2016); Justiniano et al.
(2015) explain similar role of the house-price shocks in slower recovery from the Great Recession.
Claessens et al. (2012) also show that recessions associated with housing crisis tend to be deeper
and longer.
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Figure 11: Volatility of the Estimated Financial Shocks
Global

US

UK

Germany

Credit

Equity Price

House Price
Figures plot the variances of estimated financial shocks (median estimates). Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate variances of the Credit, equity-price and
house-price shocks respectively. First column plots the variance of global shocks. Second, third and fourth columns plot the variances of shocks to
the financial variables of the US, the UK and Germany respectively.
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5

Robustness Tests

To probe the robustness of the main results, I perform additional tests. First, I compare the main
findings with those from the constant-parameter model. Second, I use the time-varying parameter
model to analyze the US data and compare with the existing literature. Third, I include global
consumption factor in the VAR. For the sake of brevity, I report the responses of the GDP factor
only.

5.1

Analysis Using Constant-parameter Model

Section 4 reports the estimated GDP and financial factors, and the variance decompositions from
constant-parameter model (CP-model), along with the time-varying parameter model (TVP-model).
As reported in the section, findings from the CP-model are similar to that from the TVP-model,
illustrating robustness of the findings. In this section, I report impulse responses of the GDP factor
to the financial shocks using the CP-model, illustrated in figure 12. The first, second and third row
present responses of the global GDP factor to the global credit shock, the global equity-price shock
and the global house-price shock respectively. The first column presents analysis on entire sample
period, whereas the second and third column are on subset of sample period to represent shocks
in 1978 and 2005 respectively. By studying responses to the shocks at different time period, we
better understand possible time variation in the transmission of the shocks. The direction of the
responses are as expected. Now, comparing the responses to the shocks at different time periods, it
is visible that the responses are changing over time. First, the responses of the global GDP factor
to the financial shocks in 1978 are relatively small. Then the responses to the shocks in 2005 are
larger compared to that of the shocks in 1978. The reason is that the series picks up the information
of 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s, during which time, there were three different crisis. This implies
that the responses during those time periods were larger than those before 1978. The responses
increase further to the shock in 2013 (full sample) implying that there were larger effect during the
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recent financial crisis than historically. The effects of the equity-price and the house-price shocks
grow significantly larger compared to the credit shocks, implying that the equity-price and the
house-price shocks have larger impacts on macroeconomic fluctuations in the last past few crises.
These findings reinforce the findings that the transmission of the shocks are time-varying, with
possible larger impact during the crisis periods.

5.2

Analysis on the US

Next, I study the time-varying macro-financial relationship in the US and compare the findings to
those of the existing literature. Figure 13 presents the impulse responses of the US GDP growth
to the shocks in the US financial variables, and their volatilities, for each time periods over the
horizon of 18 years. Qualitatively, the results are similar to that of Section 4. The GDP growth
decreases in response to all three shocks. The credit shock generates relatively larger response
during the 1990s crisis compared to other time periods. The equity-price shock similarly generates
larger response during the 2000s and the recent financial crisis. Impact of the house-price shock
increases during the recent financial crisis as well. Quantitatively, the impacts of the equity-price
and the house-price shocks are significantly larger than the credit shock in the recent financial
crisis.
The credit and the equity-price shock volatilities increase sharply in the 1970s crisis. The credit
shock volatility also increases sharply in the 1990s savings and loan crisis, while the equity-price
shock volatility increases during the 2000s stock market crash. All three shock volatilities increase
significantly during the recent financial crisis.
These findings are consistent with the historical observations and the findings in the literature
illustrating the validity of the methodology used in the paper. The studies that focus on the US
report similar increased effects of the financial shocks during the crisis periods.32
32

See Abbate et al. (2016); Prieto et al. (2016); Kaufmann and Valderrama (2010); Davig et al. (2010); Eickmeier
et al. (2011); Guerrieri and Iacoviello (2017); Ciccarelli et al. (2012); Hubrich and Tetlow (2015); Nason and Tallman
(2015); Gambetti and Musso (2017). Kaufmann and Valderrama (2010); Hubrich and Tetlow (2015); Eickmeier et al.
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Figure 12: Impulse Response of the Global GDP Factor to the Global Financial Shocks

Figures plot the impulse responses of the global GDP factor to one standard deviation negative shock to the global financial shocks using
constant-parameter model. Rows 1, 2 and 3 illustrate responses to the global credit , equity-price and house-price shocks respectively. First column
plots the median impulse responses to the shocks estimated for the full sample over the horizon of 20 years. Second and third column plot
responses to the shocks in 2005 and 1978 respectively.
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Figure 13: Effects of the US Financial Shocks on the US GDP Growth
(a) Credit Shock

(b) Equity-Price Shock

(c) House-Price Shock

Figures plot the impulse responses of the US GDP growth to one standard deviation negative shock to the financial variables of the US, and the
volatilities of the shocks. Figures in the first row illustrate responses to the US credit shock, equity-price shock and house-price shock respectively,
estimated for each time periods over the horizon of 18 years. Figures on the second row illustrate volatilities of the US credit shock, equity-price
shock and house-price shock respectively

5.3

Including Consumption in the Model

As another robustness test, I include the global consumption factor in the TVP-FAVAR. I order the
consumption first based on the permanent income hypothesis and the fact that consumption growth
is smoother historically than the GDP growth.33 Figure 14 presents the impulse responses of the
global GDP factor to the global financial shocks, and the volatilities of the shocks, for each time
periods over the horizon of 18 years. The findings are similar to the analysis without including the
global consumption factor in Section 4. The findings of the paper are not affected significantly by
the change made.
(2011); Gambetti and Musso (2017) and Prieto et al. (2016) also find changes in the transmission during the crisis
period.
33
Based on FRED’s database.
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The robustness tests presented in this section support the main findings of the paper and validates the choice of the data and model used in the paper.
Figure 14: Effects of the Global Financial Shocks on the Global GDP Factor
(a) Credit Shock

(b) Equity-Price Shock

(c) House-Price Shock

Figures plot the impulse responses of the global GDP factor to one standard deviation negative shock to the global financial factors, and the
volatilities of the shocks. Figures in the first row illustrate responses to the global credit shock, equity-price shock and house-price shock
respectively, estimated for each time periods over the horizon of 18 years. Figures on the second row illustrate volatilities of the global credit
shock, equity-price shock and house-price shock respectively. The TVP-FAVAR used in the analysis includes global consumption factor.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, I examine time-varying linkages between global financial and macroeconomic sectors. First, I examine the existence of global financial cycles using time-varying parameter dynamic
factor model. Then I study if the global and country-specific financial sectors are an important
source of shocks for the global macroeconomic sector. I analyze whether global and countryspecific credit, equity price and house price shocks contribute to the fluctuations in the global
macroeconomic sector. I also examine if there is time variation in the contribution of the financial
shocks, especially during financial crises. I study time variation in both the transmission of the
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shocks to the global macroeconomic sector and the size of the shocks. I use time-varying parameter factor-augmented vector autoregression (TVP-FAVAR) model with stochastic volatility to study
the effects of the financial shocks. I analyze impulse responses to the shocks of the same size to
isolate changes in transmission mechanism from changes in the size of the shocks, and analyze
volatility of the shocks to study time variation in size of the shocks.
I find evidence of quantitatively meaningful global cycles in credit and equity price. There is
large degree of heterogeneity on the impact of the global factors across countries, so a global shock
would affect different countries differently. Moreover, the cycles are stronger in the years leading
up to and following the crisis. The house-price growths are mostly driven by the idiosyncratic
components over the sample period, but the house-price cycle has become quantitatively significant
since the turn of the century. The findings imply growing comovements between the financial
sectors in different countries. I do not find evidence of quantitatively meaningful joint global
financial cycle encompassing all three financial variables over the entire sample period.
I find that both the global and the country-specific shocks contribute to the fluctuations in the
global cycles of macroeconomic variables. The equity-price shocks generate quantitatively larger
responses than the credit and the house-price shocks, but are less persistent. The effects of the
equity-price and the house-price shocks are increasing after the turn of the century.
I also find evidence of time variation in the size and the transmission of the financial shocks,
especially the equity-price and house-price shocks. I find evidence of an increase in the transmission of the financial shocks as well as an increase in the size of the shocks during the crisis periods,
especially during the recent financial crisis. The contribution of the global and the US equity-price
and house-price shocks increase significantly during the recent financial crisis.
Understanding the nature and sources of comovements of the financial and macroeconomic
sector, and their relationship at a global level is essential for macroeconomic policy-making at a
national level, as well as coordination of policies between countries. It is also essential for building
on the existing theoretical literature and designing models that explain the relationship better. A
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better understanding of such relationship empirically is an important building block for designing
dynamic models that can replicate changing nature of the relationship and analyze policy responses
to different shocks.
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